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Demi Lovato Gave Her Dog
Eyebrows Using False Lashes
As adorable as it looks, you shouldn't try this at home.
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Staying home during the COVID-19 pandemic has understandably brought out a
little cabin fever in many people. It can manifest in a lot of ways, and beauty
experimentation is definitely among them, as is having extensive conversations
with our pets. But as much as dogs have been enjoying having their people

home so much more than usual, Demi Lovato's pup may not be a big fan
of her version of beauty experimentation.
On Thursday, May 21, the majority of the posts in Lovato's Instagram Stories
were photos and videos of her little, white dog, Ella. But she looked a little...
different. In addition to a pretty, pink bandana, Ella has been accessorized with
new black eyebrows. But they're not just any eyebrows: They're actually an
upside-down pair of Lovato's false eyelashes.
"Such a beautiful girl," Lovato says in the first video, snickering as she zooms in
on Ella's makeover. "So pretty. She's ready for her closeup."
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Although Lovato is cracking up over the false-lash brows, Ella doesn't seem as
amused. "Omg she's so over it," Lovato wrote over another photo, in which Ella
appears to be side-eyeing the camera. But Lovato goes on to declare her a
model, a superstar, and even "an icon with a voice" when the pooch gives a little
growl.
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The brows were shortlived, as was evident in additional videos that show Ella
without the false lashes. "Are you OK, Ella? Do you miss your lashes? You're still
so beautiful, I promise," Lovato whispers to her sleepy dog. She follows it up with
another photo of Ella with the caption, "She's lost without her lashes... And
honestly... I am too."
As cute as Ella's new look was, it's probably best to refrain from putting false
eyelashes on your own pets. Jennifer Frione, a veterinarian based in South
Florida, tells Allure that if the lashes are placed too close to an animal's eye, the
sharp edges could cause a corneal ulcer and lead to infection. Furthermore, just
like some humans are allergic to adhesive, your furry friend could be, too.

